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reflect your personality

Your preferences are as different as your fingerprint. Think about the 

recipes you love or the clothes that look just right on you. Imprezza 

extends its choices to match your personality. From quiet to bold, we 

have a style for you.
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 Maddock Maple Winter and Thunder

confident

Self-assurance in the kitchen starts with 

a work space guaranteed to exceed 

expectations. When function and beauty 

collide, the results are astounding.   

Maddock offers crisp lines for a new 

take on shaker styling, and pairing linear 

elements adds a strong statement of 

confidence.  In a work space with a can-

do attitude, who knows what your next 

kitchen creation will be!
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Mouldings are a feast for glaze lovers. 

Carrington’s rich, raised-panel goodness 

mixes with the spicy elegance of Tequila 

with Peppercorn for artistic depth, 

touches of heat, and a fresh look. The 

fine black glaze deepens the gentle 

colour of the finish. Yummy. Traditional 

or transitional, Carrington is available on 

Alder, Cherry and Maple. 

tasty 

Carrington Cherry Tequilla Peppercorn

The well-mannered kitchen—everyone’s favourite gathering 

spot—is now very practical, quite glamorous, and a dream 

for hosting, cooking and entertaining. Our Tequila stain with 

Peppercorn Glaze wraps this clever use of space in mellow 

warmth, a subtle complement to chic grays.   
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Surprisingly friendly, opaque finishes 

define a space, complementing 

both modern details and traditional 

conveniences. Black creates instant 

lines and shapes a space visually.  

Calm, cool and collected, this quietly 

elegant neutral works as accent or 

dominant colour.   

easygoing

Scala Maple Black8



Eliot Anise Maple & Adamo Nimbus Maple

relax

The soothing finish combination of Anise and Nimbus paired with 

abundant storage lets every day begin with an optimistic start—

necessities right at your fingertips and ends with a relaxed sigh, 

knowing everything is in its place.  
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First look — end result, one word sums 

it up.  With star power straight from 

the stratosphere, the range of smooth 

and sublime Acrylic finishes pair with 

trendsetting textured Thermofoil, taking 

design to a new height of contemporary 

ambiance. Families and Fashionistas 

alike will love the interplay of colour of 

Acrylic and texture of Thermofoil when 

it’s combined with form and function.

wow

Selby Acrylic Glass Green and Wired Mercury. Shattsburn (Island) Thermofoil Woodgrain Textured Shale.12



 Selby Maple Molasses

refined

It is time to polish the way we think 

about kitchens. Static preparation areas 

are out. Welcome in creative surfaces 

for expressing your inner culinary artist. 

Imprezza integrates organization and 

aesthetics in every nook, down to the 

last detail. Dinner guests will appreciate 

the transformation of your kitchen as 

much as you do.
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inviting

Come in, let’s visit!  The warm welcome extended by the beautiful Safita 

kitchen practically has the coffee waiting on the counter.  Contrasting 

the soothing Moonlight island against its Cherry Truffle backdrop invites 

company in, again and again.  With extra seating found at the window 

seat, one might be tempted to curl up with a good book—instead of 

cooking dinner!   

Brookfield Cherry Espresso
Safita Cherry Truffle and Maple Moonlight Island16



Warm and glowing—the perfect space 

for casual entertaining.  Talon’s popular 

lines create a smooth backdrop for 

an engaging display of pottery and 

glassware.  Careful attention to detail 

allow the Arts & Crafts open angle 

corbel to anchor the best seats in 

the house—just waiting for guests to 

gather round. 

relaxed

Talon Cherry Saffron Peppercorn Glaze18



cozy

For families on the run or couples taking 

it easy, there is a kitchen for you—a place 

that caters to quick breakfasts as easily 

as relaxed mornings with coffee and a 

newspaper. Imprezza takes you where you 

want to go, to the home where you feel 

welcome. What makes our cabinetry the 

perfect choice is your personal touch.

Birmingham Maple Autumn Grey Island & Foxglove Hearth with Burlington Maple Stone 21



Cato Thermofoil Gloss Prosecco

 luxe

Embrace the unexpected!   No matter the task at hand, everyone 

knows it’s much more fun to work in a pleasant environment. The 

sleek Cato door paired with the sublime Prosecco finish adds 

fresh perspective to a room not usually known for its lavishness.  

Who knows, this could become your favourite room in the house!
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Inviting joy into everyday life is easy, when 

a space works and plays as hard as you 

do.  With colour combinations that set a 

vibe filled with fun, and innovative storage 

systems that pack a punch to clutter, you’ll 

find that accomplishing the mundane is 

anything but!       

esprit 

Leroux Maple White Sand and Patriot Blue Island
Gilles Maple Winter Banquette

A great room is one where everyone likes to join in casual 

conversation and share delicious food and drink while enjoying the 

company of family and friends.  Leroux and Gilles are best mates 

in the best sense, combining eclectic style with clean lines and a 

fresh approach adding that perfect backdrop for everyday living. 
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Shattsburn Thermofoil Woodgrain Flint

Everyday should begin in such lovely 

surroundings.  Partnered with a 

spacious expanse of countertop perfect 

for everyday necessities, the sleek 

Shattsburn door echoes the serenity of 

this ensuite bath.  The crisp natural tone 

of Flint thermofoil exemplifies tranquility, 

perfected with good looks and oh-so-

easy care!  

serene
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tidy

Prettiness sparkles when you embellish Warrington’s beveled raised 

panels with distinctive side-tapered legs. Silhouettes of the leg and 

scroll corbels are unified by similar proportions and the creamy 

Chamomile opaque finish.     

Warrington Maple Chamomile28



Imprezza’s beautiful finishes, door styles and embellishments help complete your vision for a perfect 

cabinetry exterior. And our axesso organization collection offers just right accessories for the inside. 

Looking for a way to make the most out of a tucked-away corner cabinet? A Lazy Susan takes care of 

that tricky spot. Our storage solutions extend to the top of tall cabinets and provide access to the very 

back, thanks to our frameless construction.

Base with Slideout Waste Centre: 

Make kitchen cleanup a breeze with 

divided waste bins, including two with lids 

for composting.

Base Blind Corner with Lemans Pullout: 

Easy does it! The swing out mechanism brings 

items from the back of the cabinet, right to 

your fingertips.

Lazy Susan: Two shelves rotate 

360° placing pots and pans at hand 

within moments.

Base Pots & Pans Pullout:  No more 

rummaging in the back of a the cabinet or 

sorting through stacks of pans.  Available 

in 24" and 30" widths.

Mixer Shelf: Keeping unwieldy appliances 

tucked away, but ready to use with ease at 

the perfect height.

Base Pantry Pullout:  Items that get 

the most use are right within reach and 

accessible from either side for utmost 

convenience.

U-Shaped Vanity Sink Pullout: 

Shaped to fit around plumbing,  

two trays slide out independently  

to maximize storage in an  

awkward space.

Sink Cabmat: Minimize under sink 

spills with a contoured Cabmat that 

keeps liquid contained on an easy to 

wipe down surface.

Base Recycling Center: 

Make sure that recycling is 

part of everyday life with a 

pullout that features three 

plastic removable bins and 

a canvas carryall for easy 

transfer of recyclables.

Easy access to your favourite things. Axesso is a fresh look at organization, combining easy-to-use pullouts for 

storage and functionality. Whether you are looking for waste management options or enhanced organization 

solutions to maximize design, axesso is here to help. 

axesso
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Spice Rack: Keep spices and other  

small cooking supplies close at hand 

with a door mounted rack that keeps 

everything within reach.

Wall Lift Up BiFold: A heavy-duty lift 

mechanism smoothly opens the bi-fold door 

up and away for a clear view of cabinetry 

contents.

Tall Corner Pantry: With adjustable 

shelving sizes, this pantry truly makes 

the most of every available angle.

Tall Pantry Pullout Tandem:  Enjoy the 

wire rack pullout for easy accessibility, and 

the bonus door mounted rack, for at your 

fingertips storage.

Tall Pantry Pullout Dispensa: Our door 

mounted pullout dispenses items right to 

you, and is approachable from either side 

of the cabinetry for easy access.

Tall Utility: A Tall Utility features 

adjustable shelving ready to configure 

just the way you like, for convenience 

that you are going to love.

Wire Laundry Hamper: Easy to fill, 

easy to remove its contents, our wire 

laundry hamper makes quick work of 

tucking away items till wash day.

Wood Cutlery Tray: Neatly divided 

drawers keep cutlery intact and 

organized for everyday use, while 

featuring the beauty of wood.

Pegged Dish Organizer: 

Available as an accessory 

or SKU, stainless steel pegs 

adjust for a perfect fit on the 

5/8" thick plywood board 

bottom, topped with an 

attractive gray vinyl surface.

Drawer Plate Organizer: Add easy 

storage with drawer inserts that are 

portable—from drawer to table to 

dishwasher to drawer.

Metal and Wood Drawer Storage: Interchangeable inserts add maximum 

flexibility for finding things faster and sorting them any way that YOU choose, 

making it easy to organize any drawer--just the way you like!.



Arts and Crafts Open Angle Corbel

Corbels add decorative support where  

you need it. 

Stacked Moulding

Complementary mouldings work  

together to achieve a dramatic flair.

Empire Foot

Classic style brings casual elegance 

to any design with our artfully 

designed Empire Foot.

Facet Bracket

Make a subtle statement with an 

understated corbel that begs to be 

noticed, adding personality to any project.

Large Queen Anne Leg

The graceful line of this tall leg allows you to 

incorporate fine funiture detailing.

Wood Hood Traditional

Available in maple, cherry, alder and oak 

for a new twist on traditional styling.

Metal U-Shaped Pedestal Leg  

Add modern spirit to clean-lined 

design with our chrome U-shaped 

pedestal leg for good looks and a 

creative approach to style.

Split Estate Post

Add a touch of formality and character  

to your cabinet run with a refined  

estate post.

Metal Tapered Leg

More than an accent, this 

contemporary foot makes a 

bold statement speaking to 

style and sophistication.

personalize

When it comes down to the details, Imprezza has you covered. Our embellishment options, from  

range hoods and decorative mouldings at the top to various styles of legs at the bottom, are an invitation 

to express yourself. They are the flourish in your signature. Whether it is a stunning corbel in a perfectly 

matching finish or a set of sleekly contrasting aluminum legs, our embellishments’ integration within your 

space is flawless.
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back painted glass insert options

charcoal gloss

charcoal matte

black gloss

black matte

white gloss

white matte

sand gloss

sand matte

metallic insert options

platinum icealuminum brushed stainless

standard insert options

listral master carreaustral 

reeded

clear

satin

aluminum door options

Trending design themes demand a contemporary vibe. Aluminum Frame Doors offer sleek profiles and 

finishes, with a variety of glass options and metallic-like inserts that reflect a modern look you'll love.

profile options

profile 2 profile 3 profile 7

profile finishes

natural aluminum brushed stainless
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cabinet box construction 

Every Imprezza cabinet is built with the care and quality of Canadian craftsmanship. Whether you choose 

the Brio series, or move up to Novato,  you’ll be sure to enjoy a variety of upgrades for either product.  With 

full access construction options sure to fit every request and price point, paired with door styles for the most 

discerning of palates, it’s no wonder that Imprezza is the first touch point for those looking for that extra 

advantage when selecting first-rate cabinetry. 

cabinet box options
STANDARD STANDARD PLYWOOD UPGRADE

 5/8" furniture board sides • •

5/8" plywood sides •

5/8" furniture board top and bottom • •

 5/8" plywood top and bottom •

3/16" hardboard back with 5/8” thick mounting strips • • •

5/8" adjustable furniture full depth board shelves • •

5/8" adjustable full depth plywood shelves •

 White melamine cabinet interior •
High-Gloss/Acrylic  

Styles Only

  Natural melamine cabinet interior Optional •

Natural plywood cabinet interior •

Soft-close, fully concealed, six-way adjustable hinge • • •

 170˚ hinge Upgrade Upgrade Upgrade

B   BRIO STANDARD N   NOVATO STANDARD N   NOVATO PLYWOOD UPGRADE

THE FRAMELESS DIFFERENCE

Imprezza is based on European inspired frameless cabinet construction with clean architectural appeal.   

With frameless cabinetry enjoy full access of your cabinet interiors and the ability move shelves freely.  

Easily fit large serving ware and organize cabinet contents effortlessly.

•  Frameless design gives you  
more interior storage space  
and wider drawers.

•  No centre stile means no 
obstructions! You can easily place 
and remove large items.

•  Frameless cabinets provide an  
overall sleek appearance.

•  Enjoy soft-close doors as a standard 
feature—no need to upgrade!

N NB

Face-Frame Cabinets

Imprezza Frameless Cabinets
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drawer construction

With more capacity for storage paired with good looks and a variety of options, the Imprezza drawer is 

open to infinite possibilities.  Select our standard melamine drawer or upgrade to contemporary metal 

drawer styling, complete with full extension accessibility and soft closing satisfaction. If the look and feel of 

fine furniture is your preference, Imprezza offers a hardwood dovetail drawer box that also offers complete 

interior visibility and a slow-controlled closing motion.

•  Available in White or Natural Maple

•  3/4 extension undermount guides

•   Upgrade option available for Smart Stop™ Full Extension Soft-Closing Guides, Hardwood 
Dovetail Drawer Box, or Metal Drawer Box drawers

•   Double-wall Blum metal drawer sides provide a sleek yet durable option for contemporary cabinet styles

•  Full extension drawers allow complete visibility 

•   Smart Stop™ Soft-Closing Guides ensure a slow controlled motion that prevents slamming!

Metal Drawer Option   N   Novato Option   B   Brio Upgrade   

•   Furniture-quality dovetail joinery provides a solid and resilient hardwood drawer box

•  Full extension drawers allow complete visibility 

•   Smart Stop™ Soft-Closing Guides ensure a slow controlled motion that prevents slamming!

Hardwood Dovetail Drawer Box    N   Novato Standard   B   Brio Upgrade  

Melamine Drawer Box     B   Brio Standard

drawer options | drawer options BRIO NOVATO

Melamine Drawer Box •

Melamine Drawer Box with Soft-Closing Mechanism Upgrade

 Solid Hardwood Dovetail Drawer Box with Soft-Closing Guides Upgrade •

  Metal Drawer Box with Soft-Closing Guides Upgrade Optional

now with blum undermount guides

featuring blum technology
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door styles

Beautiful doors in relevant 

wood species are perfect 

for the way you live today.  

Choose from styles in Alder, 

Cherry, Maple, Oak, White 

Oak and Bamboo to make  

the most of your space... 

your way.

serenity  �
 

novato

w
arrington  �

 
novato

birm
ingham

  �
 

novato

burlington  �
 

novato
scala  �

 
novato

safita  �
 

novato

rockport  �
 

novato
w

ilton  �
 

novato

leroux  �
 

novato

caledonia  �
 

brio
 

astoria  �
 

brio
 

nantucket  �
 

novato

m
arlow

  �
 

novato

jennings  �
 

novato

carrington  �
 

novato

harrington  �
 

novato

cum
berland  �

 
novato

fiera  �
 

novato

lancaster  �
 

novato

m
addock  �

 
novato

selby  �
 

novato

selby horizontal  �
 

no
vato

AVAILABLE IN:

� Alder, Cherry, Maple & Oak.  

� Alder, Cherry & Maple.  

� Cherry, Maple & Oak.  

� Cherry, Maple, & White Oak.  

� Maple & Oak.  

 Oak. 

� Cherry & Maple.

� Bamboo.

adam
o  �

 
novato

eliot  �
 

brio
 

talon  �
 

brio
 

em
m

e �
 

brio
 

kenston  �
 

brio
 

gilles �
 

novato
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melamine & acrylic

Melamine doors offer the ideal balance of 

beauty, style and durability.  Perfect alone or 

for partnering for a look you are sure to love.   

The Selby Acrylic door is available with two 

edge treatments in a range of solid, “wired” 

and metallic colors and is ready to make a 

statement in any space!

talari w
oodgrain 

b
rio

 
talari 

b
rio

 

veloci  �
 

no
vato

cato  �
 

no
vato

calco  �
 

brio

eldon  �
 

brio
new

ark  �
 

brio

m
elton  �

 
brio

shattsburn  �
 

brio
 

new
ork solid  �

 
brio

thermofoil

Thermofoil doors are easy to clean and 

maintain, good for high-use areas or 

a low-maintenance lifestyle. A choice 

of high-gloss colours and wood grain 

patterns makes thermofoil both classic 

and contemporary, on its own or as a 

complement to wood. 

AVAILABLE IN:

� High Gloss Thermofoil.  

� Thermofoil.  

selby acrylic 
no

vato

2 Part Layered-Brushed 
Aluminum Look Edge

3D Aluminum Look Edge

shattsburn horizontal  �
 

brio
 

talari w
oodgrain horizontal 

b
rio
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maple cherry
PREMIUM 
FINISHES & GLAZES

anise

autumn grey*

pistachio

chamomile�*

stone�*

�		Not available on Selby
�		Not available on Safita
�		Not available on Safita 

and Selby

*    Not available on Brio 
Maple Door Styles

black*

STANDARD 
FINISHES & GLAZES

cocoa

pumpkin

radicchio

saffron

tequila

syrupmolasses

radicchio peppercorn

pumpkin malt

pumpkin peppercorn

cocoa malt

cocoa peppercorn

molasses peppercorn

syrup peppercorn

syrup malt

saffron peppercorn

saffron malt

tequila malt

tequila peppercorn

STANDARD 
FINISHES & GLAZES

pumpkin

pumpkin malt�

pumpkin peppercorn�

syrup

radicchio

radicchio peppercorn�

tequila

moonlight�*

natural

natural malt�

tequila malt�

syrup malt�

crème brulée�*

foxglove�*

molasses

molasses peppercorn�

syrup peppercorn�

truffle

truffle peppercorn�

patriot blue peppercorn�

patriot blue

pistachio peppercorn�

pearl smoke�*

pearl tannery�*

versailles�*

tequila peppercorn�

cocoa peppercorn�

cocoa

pearl platinum�*

pearl malt�*

pearl�*

white sand platinum�*

white sand smoke�*

white sand malt�*

white sand�*

turret

turret malt

turret peppercorn

truffle

truffle peppercornturret

turret malt�

turret peppercorn�

cocoa malt�

thunder

thunder peppercorn �

thunder platinum �

winter

winter peppercorn �

winter platinum �

thunder

thunder peppercorn

thunder platinum

winter

winter peppercorn

winter platinum

nimbus peppercorn�*

nimbus platinum�*

nimbus�*

nimbus smoke�*

cirrus peppercorn�*

cirrus platinum�*

cirrus*

cirrus smoke�*
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alder

STANDARD 
FINISHES & GLAZES

STANDARD  
THERMOFOIL FINISHES

satin/textured antique

satin/textured white

thermofoilalder

STANDARD 
FINISHES & GLAZES

tequila

tequila malt

syrup

syrup malt

syrup peppercorn

saffron

saffron peppercorn

saffron malt

tequila peppercorn

natural

pumpkin

natural malt

pumpkin peppercorn

pumpkin malt

molasses

molasses peppercorn

cocoa

cocoa malt

cocoa peppercorn

oak
STANDARD 
FINISHES

anise

saffron

barley

HIGH GLOSS 
COLOUR THERMOFOIL�

red

white

�		Only available on Veloci

black

truffle

molasses

butterpecan

turret

turret malt

turret peppercorn

truffle

truffle peppercorn

thunder

thunder peppercorn

thunder platinum

winter

winter peppercorn

winter platinum

thunder

winter

black bean

WOODGRAIN 
THERMOFOIL

satinwood

sambuca

chardonnay

chillagoe

flint �

textured shale �

textured ore �

warm walnut

textured talc �

silt �

palermo

prosecco

HIGH GLOSS 
WOODGRAIN 
THERMOFOIL�

�		Only available on Cato

�		Only available on Calco 
and Shattsburn



STANDARD  
FINISHES

bamboo

natural �

�		Only available on Selby Horizontal

winter �

turret �

thunder �

PREMIUM 
FINISH

anise

white oak

STANDARD  
FINISHES

natural �

�		Only available on Selby

winter �

turret �

thunder �

PREMIUM 
FINISH

anise �

melamine

antique �

STANDARD 
FINISHES

white �

woodgrain satinwood �

woodgrain warm walnut �

woodgrain chardonnay �

woodgrain textured tidepool �

woodgrain textured barchan �

woodgrain textured driftwood �

�		Only available on Talari

�		Only available on Talari Horizontal

PREMIUM 
FINISHES

licorice

glacial

glass green

ruby red

dark grey blue

fossil

french cream

metallic sapphire

metallic bubbly

metallic gibraltar

wired copper

wired mercury

wired bronze

wired colbalt

acrylic

2 Part Layered-
Brushed Aluminum 
Look Edge

3D Aluminum 
Look Edge

PREMIUM 
FINISHES



Imprezza Cabinetry is committed to providing our consumers the best 

overall solutions. Solutions you can choose with confidence and that you 

can consistently rely on. We’ll provide you with great quality products that 

are shipped on-time, shipped complete, meet or exceed your expectations, 

and that are competitively priced. To show that we stand behind this 

commitment, we are pleased to offer a Lifetime Limited Warranty. We will 

warrant the original consumer purchaser, for as long as they own their home, 

that their cabinets will be free from defects in material and workmanship 

under normal use. Now you can be even more assured of the great 

craftsmanship and quality products that you get with Imprezza.

2016-02/BTL/14M
IMPZFLLNE0316

Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as accurately 
as printing technologies permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we strongly 
recommend you view an actual sample for best colour, wood grain 
and finish representation. © 2016 MasterBrand Cabinets, Inc. All rights 
reserved. Imprezza is a registered trademark of MBCI.

© 2016 Lowe’s. All rights reserved 
Lowe’s and the gable design are 
registered trademarks of LF, LLC.

save the environment
To help maintain our environment for today and future generations, 

Imprezza has achieved certification in the Kitchen Cabinet 

Manufacturers Association’s (KCMA) Environmental Stewardship 

Program. This ensures our product meets the lowest emission 

standards for better indoor air quality, employs the use of 100% 

recycled materials, sources hardwoods from credible sustainable 

foresters, and adopts a company-wide reduce and recycle program.

LOW023056597


